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Abstract

(2002); Foster (2007b,a); Nagata et al. (2011);
Berzak et al. (2016)) have made. Because of
this limitation, POS taggers designed for canonical English (i.e., native English) are normally used
in related tasks including grammatical error correction (Leacock et al., 2010) and its automated
evaluation (Bryant et al., 2017), automated essay
scoring (Burstein et al., 1998), and analyses of
learner English (Aarts and Granger, 1998; Tono,
2000), to name a few.
Unfortunately, however, the discrepancy between a POS tagger and its target text often results in POS-tagging errors, which in turn leads
to performance degradation in related tasks as Nagata and Kawai (2011) and Bryant et al. (2017)
show. Specifically, a wide variety of characteristic
phenomena that potentially degrade POS tagging
performance appear in learner English. Section 2
shows that there exist a wide variety of potential
causes of POS-tagging errors. For the time being,
let us consider the following erroneous sentence:

There has been very limited work on the adaptation of Part-Of-Speech (POS) tagging to
learner English despite the fact that POS tagging is widely used in related tasks. In this
paper, we explore how we can adapt POS tagging to learner English efficiently and effectively. Based on the discussion of possible
causes of POS tagging errors in learner English, we show that deep neural models are
particularly suitable for this. Considering the
previous findings and the discussion, we introduce the design of our model based on bidirectional Long Short-Term Memory. In addition, we describe how to adapt it to a wide
variety of native languages (potentially, hundreds of them). In the evaluation section, we
empirically show that it is effective for POS
tagging in learner English, achieving an accuracy of 0.964, which significantly outperforms
the state-of-the-art POS-tagger. We further investigate the tagging results in detail, revealing
which part of the model design does or does
not improve the performance.

1

(1)

Introduction

Although Part-Of-Speech (POS) tagging is widely
used in Natural Language Processing (NLP), there
has been little work on its adaptation to learner
English1 . It is often done by simply adding a
manually-POS-tagged learner corpus to the training data (Nagata et al., 2011; Berzak et al., 2016).
Probably only one exception is the work by Sakaguchi et al. (2012) who proposed to solve POS
tagging and spelling error correction simultaneously. However, their method also requires a POSannotated learner as training data. The availability of POS-labeled learner corpora is still very
limited even after the efforts researchers (e.g.,
Dı́az-Negrillo et al. (2009); van Rooy and Schäfer

*Becose/NNP I/CD like/IN reading/NN ,/,
I/PRP want/VBP many/JJ Books/NNPS
./.2

where mistakenly-tagged tokens are written in
bold type3 . It reveals that several POS-tagging errors occur because of orthographic and grammatical errors. Besides, Nagata and Whittaker (2013)
and Berzak et al. (2014) demonstrate that learner
English exhibits characteristic POS sequence patterns depending on the writers’ native languages.
All these phenomena suggest that the adaptation of
2

In this paper, the asterisk * denotes that the following
sentence is erroneous.
3
Stanford CoreNLP 3.8.0 (Manning et al., 2014) was used
to tag the sentence. It is only natural that a POS tagger for
canonical English should make errors as in this example because they do not simply assume erroneous or unnatural inputs.

1
In this paper, learner English refers to English as a foreign language.
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in Ex. (1) in Sect. 1 is mistakenly recognized as a
proper noun. Interestingly, it causes further tagging errors in the following two tokens (i.e., I/CD
like/IN). Similarly, errors in (upper/lower) cases
affect POS tagging as can be seen in Books/NNPS
in the same example. Considering this, the key to
success in POS tagging for learner English is how
to reduce the influence from these orthographic errors.

POS tagging to learner English will reduce their
influence and thus contribute to achieving better
performance in the related tasks.
In view of this background, in this paper, we
explore how we can adapt POS tagging to learner
English effectively. We first discuss potential
causes of POS-tagging errors in learner English.
Based on this, we then describe how deep neural models, which have been successfully applied to sequence labeling (Huang et al., 2015;
Ma and Hovy, 2016; Plank et al., 2016), are
particularly suitable for our purpose. Considering the previous findings and our discussion on
the possible causes of POS-tagging errors, we
present the design of our model based on Long
Short-Term Memory (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997) (LSTM). Our model is equipped with
a word token-based and character-based bidirectional LSTMs (BLSTMs) whose inputs are respectively word embeddings and character embeddings
obtained from learner corpora. In addition, we describe how to adapt it to a wide variety of native
languages (potentially, hundreds of them) through
native language vectors. In the evaluation section,
we empirically show that it is effective in adapting POS tagging to learner English, achieving an
accuracy of 0.964 on Treebank of Learner English
(TLE; (Berzak et al., 2016)), which is significantly
better than that of Turbo tagger (Martins et al.,
2013), one of the state-of-the-art POS taggers for
native English. We further investigate the tagging
results in detail, revealing why the word tokenbased and character-based BLSTMs contribute to
improving the performance while native language
vectors do not.

2

Note that most POS-tagging guidelines for
learner English such as Ragheb and Dickinson
(2012), Nagata et al. (2011), and Berzak et al.
(2016) stipulate that a token with an orthographic
error should receive the POS label that is given to
the corresponding correct spelling. Accordingly, it
is preferable that POS taggers for learner English
should do the same.
Foreign words such as foreign proper names,
which is another source of unknown words, often
appear in learner English. They are sometimes not
translated into English but transliterated as in onigiri meaning rice ball.
Grammatical errors also affect POS tagging.
They are often classified into three types as shown
in Izumi et al. (2004): insertion, omission, and replacement types. All of them may cause a POS
tagging error as follows:

Potential Causes of POS-Tagging
Errors in Learner English

In general, a major cause of POS-tagging errors
is unknown words. Here, unknown words refer to
those that have not appeared in the training data
(i.e., a POS-labeled corpus). It would often be difficult to recognize the POS label of an unknown
word (Mizumoto and Nagata, 2017).
A frequent source of unknown words in learner
English is spelling errors. They rarely (or never)
appear in well-edited texts such as newspaper articles that are normally used to train a POS tagger.
This means that they almost always become unknown words to a POS tagger trained on canonical
English. For instance, the misspelt token Becose

(2)

Insertion:
You/PRP must/MD be/VB feel/JJ sad/JJ

(3)

Omission:
Flower/NNP is/VBZ beautiful/JJ

(4)

Replacement:
There/EX are/BP differents/NNS topics/NNS

Here, erroneous tokens are underlined whereas
mistakenly-tagged tokens are written in bold type.
These examples show that grammatical errors
cause POS-tagging errors not only to the erroneous tokens themselves but also to their surroundings. In Ex. (2), the verb be is erroneously
inserted after the word must, which causes the
POS tagging error feel/JJ. In Ex. (3), a word is
missing at the beginning (probably, The). This results in the upper case Flower and thus leads to its
POS-tagging error as a proper noun. In Ex. (4),
the word differents erroneously agrees with topics
in number and should be replaced with the correct
40

form different4 . Because of the pseudo plural suffix in the adjective, it is mistakenly recognized as
a plural noun.

3 POS-Tagging Model for Learner
English

Again, most existing POS-tagging guidelines
for learner English state that a token with a grammatical error should primarily be tagged based
on its superficial information5 . For example, according to the guidelines Dickinson and Ragheb
(2009), Nagata et al. (2011), and Berzak et al.
(2016), the above three examples should be tagged
as:

3.1 Whole Architecture

(5)

*You/PRP must/MD be/VB feel/VB sad/JJ

(6)

*Flower/NN is/VBZ beautiful/JJ

(7)

*There/EX are/BP differents/JJ topics/NNS

Figure 1 shows the architecture of our POStagging model. Its input is the information about
each word in the sentence in question and the
writer’s native language. It is transformed into
vectors by the embedding layer. The resulting vectors are passed on to the BLSTM layer. Each
LSTM block corresponds to each word vector.
This enables the entire model to consider all surrounding words together with the target word to
determine its POS label, which is effective in POStagging in general as shown in (Huang et al., 2015;
Ma and Hovy, 2016). The outputs of the BLSTM
layer are fed into the softmax layer to predict their
corresponding POS labels6 .

While not errors, the differences in POS distribution might cause POS-tagging errors. For example, Chodorow and Leacock (2002) report that
the word concentrate is mostly used as a noun
(as in orange juice concentrate) in newspaper articles while as a verb (as in He concentrated) in
learner English. The differences are reflected in
the training data (native English) and the target
text (learner English). This might cause POStagging errors even in correct sentences written by
learners of English.

The embedding layer is equipped with three
modules (network layers) to handle linguistic phenomena particular to learner English. They are
shown in the lower part of Fig. 1. The first and second ones encode the information from the word token itself and its characters, respectively; they will
be referred to as word token-based and characterbased modules, respectively. The third one is
for the adaptation to the writer’s native language,
which will be referred to as the native languagebased module.

Related to this are the differences in POS sequence patterns in learner English. As already
mentioned in Sect. 1, learner English exhibits
characteristic POS sequence patterns depending
on the writers’ native languages. In other words,
every group of a native language has its own POS
sequence distribution, which might affect POS
tagging just as the biased POS distributions do.
Besides, similar native languages show similar
POS patterns in English writing (Nagata and Whittaker, 2013; Berzak et al., 2014). This implies that
the adaptation of POS tagging to the writers’ native languages will likely contribute to extra improvement in tagging performance.

The outputs of the three modules are put together as the input of the upstream BLSTM layer.
Simply, all three vectors from the three modules
are concatenated to form a vector. The resulting
vector corresponds to a word in the target sentence
in question. The concatenation of word and character embedding vectors represents the word by
means of its word token and characters. Then, its
concatenation to the native language embedding
vector maps it onto another vector space that considers native languages. In other words, the resulting vectors represent native language specific
words. They are in turn propagated through the
BLSTM layer, which realizes the native language
specific POS tagging.

4

It is known that this kind of error occurs in the writing of
learners whose native language has the adjective-noun agreement (e.g., Spanish) (Swan and Smith, 2001).
5
POS labels based on distributional information can also
be included by using the multiple layer scheme (Dı́azNegrillo et al., 2009; Dickinson and Ragheb, 2009; Nagata
et al., 2011; Berzak et al., 2016). It depends on the user which
layer to use. In either case, the presented model (and also
most existing ones) can be trained with the given tagset.

6

One could apply BLSTM-CRF as in (Huang et al., 2015)
to this task. However, Huang et al. (2015) show that BLSTM
performs equally to or even better than BLSTM-CRF in POS
tagging. Considering this, we select BLSTM, which is simpler and thus faster to train.
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Figure 1: Structure of POS-Tagging Model: NLV
stands for native language vector.

rally reflected in the POS-tagging model.
3.3 Character-based Module
The character-based module, which comprises a
character-embedding layer and a BLSTM layer as
shown in Fig. 3, augments the word token-based
module. Although the latter is crucial for handling
linguistic phenomena particular to learner English
as just explained, it becomes less effective against
low-frequency words; it is often difficult to obtain
reliable word embeddings for them.
To overcome this, in the character-based module, each character in the word in question is
passed on to the character-embedding layer and
then to the BLSTM layer. With this module, any
word can be encoded into a vector unless it includes unseen characters, which is normally not
the case. Similar characters should receive similar
character embedding vectors from the characterembedding layer. Likewise, words that have similar spellings are expected to receive similar vectors
from the BLSTM layer. Thus, the resulting vectors
are expected to absorb the influence from deletion
(e.g., Becuse), insertion (e.g., Beccause), substitution (e.g., Becouse), and transposition (e.g., Becuase). Because of this property, low-frequency
or even unseen orthographic errors will likely be
recognized by the character-based module.
Note that the character-embedding layer can
also be pre-trained with unlabeled native and
learner English corpora. Also note that unlike the word embedding layer, all characters are
NOT converted into lower case in the characterembedding layer in order to capture the differences in upper/lower cases.

3.2 Word Token-based Module
The word token-based module consists of a wordembedding layer. Namely, it takes as input a word
ID and returns its corresponding word-embedding
vector; note that all words are converted into lowercase in order to reduce the vocabulary size.
In this representation, (syntactically and semantically) similar words tend to have similar vectors. This property of word embeddings is particularly important to cope with unknown words
including orthographic errors found in learner English. Alikaniotis et al. (2016) show that word
embeddings place misspelt words and their correct spelling closer in the vector space; Figure 2
exemplifies this situation for the words because
and being and their misspellings. As in this example, misspelt words can be treated as similar
words through word embeddings. Consequently,
they will likely be recognized to have the same
POS label as the correct word does even when they
do not appear in the training data.
Here, it should be emphasized that the wordembedding layer (or precisely, its weights) can
be pre-trained without POS-labeled corpora. Because it simply requires an unlabeled corpus, even
learner English corpora, which are now widely
available7 , can be used to obtain word embeddings. Furthermore, the target learner texts themselves can also be used for the same purpose. This
is especially beneficial for applications such as
automated essay scoring for language proficiency
tests or learner English analyses where a set of
texts are available at a time and one can take some
time to process them. Doing so, words that do not
normally appear in native English such as orthographic errors and foreign proper names are natu7

3.4 Native Language-based Module
The final component is the native language-based
module. Native languages can also be encoded
into vectors by an embedding layer. Namely, a
native language-embedding layer takes as input

It is POS-labeled learner corpora that are still rare.
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et al., 2013), which is one of the state-of-the-art
POS taggers. All these properties are beneficial to
POS-tagging evaluation. For consistency with the
other learner corpus, only Penn Treebank POS is
considered in this paper.
KJ is annotated with phrase structures (Nagata
and Sakaguchi, 2016), which is based on the Penn
Treebank POS and bracketing guidelines (Santorini, 1990; Bies et al., 1995). It consists of complete essays (whereas TLE only contains sampled
sentences). The writers are Japanese learners of
English. It provides both superficial and distributional POS tags8 Its advantage is that spelling
errors are manually annotated with their correct
forms. This allows us to investigate how well
POS-tagging models overcome the influence from
spelling errors.

Figure 3: Character-based Module.

a native language ID and returns its corresponding native language embedding vector. Just as
in word and character embeddings, similar native languages are expected to have similar vectors. Accordingly, even if there is no training data
for a certain native language (say, Spanish), the
POS-tagging model can benefit from other training data whose native language is similar to it
(say, French or Italian). Fortunately, pre-trained
language vectors are already available in other
NLP tasks as in (Östling and Tiedemann, 2017;
Malaviya et al., 2017). For example, Malaviya
et al. (2017) propose a method for learning language vectors through word token-based neural
machine translation (many source languages to
English). Their resulting vectors covering over
1,000 languages are available on the web. We
use these language vectors in the native languagebased module. All weights in the native languageembedding layer are fixed during the training, and
they are transformed by a linear layer to adjust
their values so that they become informative for
POS-tagging.

4

5 Performance Evaluation
5.1 Evaluation Settings
The presented model was first tested on KJ to investigate how well it performs on learner English
without a POS-labeled learner corpus (and therefore without the native language-based module).
It was trained on sections 00–18 of Penn Treebank
Wall Street Journal (WSJ9 ). Its hyperparameters,
including the number of learning epochs, were determined using the development set of TLE10 . The
following native and learner corpora were used to
obtain word and character embeddings: English
Web Treebank (EWT11 ), an in-house English textbook corpus, International Corpus of Learner English (ICLE; (Granger et al., 2009)), ETS Corpus
of Non-Native Written English (ETS12 ), Nagoya

POS-Labeled Learner Corpora

8

Two POS labels are sometimes given to a word in learner
English, depending on its superficial information (word form)
and distributional information (surrounding words surrounding). For example, in I went swimming in the see, the word
see can be interpreted as a verb from its form and also as a
noun from its context. The former and latter are referred to
as superficial and distributional POS tags, respectively.
9
Marcus, Mitchell, et al. Treebank-3. Linguistic Data
Consortium, 1999.
10
The maximum number of epochs was set to 20 and the
one that maximized the performance on the development set
was chosen. The other hyperparameters were determined as
follows: The dimensions of word and character embeddings:
200 and 50. The native language module consisted of an embedding layer of dimension 512 and a linear layer of dimension 200. The dropout rate for BLSTM was 0.5; Adam was
used for optimization (step size: 0.01, the first and second
moment: 0.9 and 0.999, respectively).
11
Bies, Ann, et al. English Web Treebank. Linguistic Data
Consortium, 2012.
12
https://catalog.ldc.upenn.edu/
LDC2014T06

A POS-labeled learner corpus is required to train
and test the presented model. We use the following two learner corpora as our target: Treebank of
Learner English (TLE; (Berzak et al., 2016)) and
Konan-JIEM learner corpus (KJ; (Nagata et al.,
2011)). Their statistics are shown in Table 1.
TLE is a learner corpus annotated with Universal POS, Penn Treebank POS, and dependency. It
also contains information about the writers’ native
language which ranges over 10 languages (Chinese, French, German, Italian, Japanese, Korean,
Portuguese, Spanish, Russian, and Turkish). It is
already split into training, development, and test
sets for evaluation. Besides, Berzak et al. (2016)
report on accuracy of the Turbo tagger (Martins
43

Corpus
TLE train
TLE development
TLE test
KJ

# sentences
4,124
500
500
3,260

# tokens
78,541
9,549
9,591
30,517

reveals that the presented model without the information about correct spellings outperforms even
the CRF-based method fully exploiting the information; the differences between our model with
original spellings and the CRF-based method with
correct spellings are statistically significant both
in surface (at the 99% confidence level) and distributional POS accuracy (at the 95% confidence
level) (test for difference in population portion).
This shows that the presented model successfully
absorbs the influence from spelling errors and also
other linguistic phenomena particular to learner
English.
Table 3 shows the results on TLE including accuracy of the Turbo Tagger, which is cited from
the work (Berzak et al., 2016). It shows that
the presented model outperforms the Turbo Tagger; the difference is statistically significant at the
99% confidence level (test for difference in population proportion). Note that the Turbo Tagger
was trained on the same POS-labeled native and
learner corpus as in the presented model. Nevertheless it does not perform as well as the presented
models.
Contrary to our expectation, the presented models with and without the native language-based
module perform almost equally well. In other
words, the adaptation to native languages by
means of the native language-based module is not
more effective than the simple addition of the
learner data to the training data.
The evaluation results are summarized as follows: The presented model performs successfully
on learner data even without a POS-labeled learner
corpus. It seems to absorb the influence from
spelling errors and other learner language-specific
phenomena. By contrast, the direct adaptation to
learner English through native language vectors is
not effective. The next section will explore the reasons for these observations.

Table 1: Statistics on Target Learner Corpora.

Interlanguage Corpus of English (NICE13 ), Lang8 corpus of Learner English14 . The Word2vec
software15 was used to produce word and character embeddings. The hyperparameters were determined by using the TLE development set as follows: The dimensions of word and character embeddings were 200 and 50, respectively; the window size was set to five in both cases; the other hyperparameters were set as shown in the footnote.
Performance was measured by accuracy.
For comparison, a Conditional Random
Field (Lafferty et al., 2001) (CRF)-based method
was implemented using the same training and
development sets. The features are: superficial,
lemma, prefix, and suffix of tokens and presence
of specific characters (numbers, uppercase, and
symbols) with a window size of five tokens to
the left and right of the token in question. The
first-order Markov model features were used to
encode inter-label dependencies.
The presented model was then tested on TLE
with the same evaluation settings as in Berzak
et al. (2016) which reports on the performance
of the Turbo Tagger. It was trained on the data
consisting of the training portions of TLE and
EWT. Its hyperparameters, including the number
of learning epochs, were determined using the development set of TLE. Word and character embeddings were obtained from the same corpora above.
The resulting model was tested on the test portion
of TLE.
5.2 Results

6 Discussion

Table 2 shows POS-tagging accuracy of our model
and the CRF-based method on KJ both for superficial and distributional POS. It includes the results
where all spelling errors were fully corrected to
investigate the influence from spelling errors. It

To investigate where the presented model improved accuracy even without a POS-labeled
learner corpus, we compared the POS-tagging results of the three methods (the presented model
and two CRF-based methods).
Almost immediately, we found that spelling errors were one of the major reasons, as expected.
Examples include famouse, exsample, thier, waching, and exiting, to name a few. All these appeared

13

http://sgr.gsid.nagoya-u.ac.jp/
wordpress/?page_id=695
14
http://cl.naist.jp/nldata/lang-8/
15
https://github.com/dav/word2vec. The options are: -negative 25 -sample 1e-4 -iter 15 -cbow 1 -mincount 5
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Model
Our model
CRF

Superficial POS accuracy
Original spelling Correct spelling
0.948
0.949
0.940
0.942

Distributional POS accuracy
Original spelling Correct spelling
0.945
0.948
0.939
0.941

Table 2: Accuracy on KJ: All models are trained on sections 00-18 of WSJ.

Model
W/ annotated learner corpus (training data: EWT TLE train)
Our model (with native language module)
Our model (without native language module)
Turbo Tagger (Berzak et al., 2016) (with annotated learner corpus)
W/o annotated learner corpus (training data: EWT)
Our model
Turbo Tagger (Berzak et al., 2016)

Accuracy
0.964
0.963
0.958
0.951
0.943

Table 3: Accuracy on TLE Test Set.

in the unlabeled learner corpora and their word
embeddings were available.
Looking into spelling errors revealed that there
were cases where their word embeddings were not
available. They often showed more severe spelling
formations (in terms of edit distance and/or the
probability of character replacements) and thus
tend to be less frequent; note that words whose
frequencies were less than the threshold (five in
the evaluation) in the training data were excluded
from word embeddings. For instance, ranchi (correctly, lunch/NN), dilicuse (delicious/JJ), and beutifure (beautifull/JJ) appeared less than five times
in the training data and thus no word embeddings
were available for them. Nevertheless, the presented model successfully predicted their POS labels. Quantitatively, the performance difference
between the presented model with and without the
character-based module is an accuracy of 1.0%. In
contrast, because their affix gave less or zero information about their POS labels (or even wrong information in some cases), the CRF-based method
failed with them16 . These observations show that
the character-based module is effective in analyzing misspelt words.
These analyses confirm that pre-training of
word token-based and character-based modules is
crucial to achieve better performance. With pretraining, the presented model can gain an accuracy of 0.3% to 0.6% depending on the training
conditions. When a POS-annotated learner corpus

is not available for training, the gain is relatively
large. Even when it is available, their pre-training
augment the presented model to some extent.
Our models were also robust against the influence from the differences in POS distributions between learner and native English. For example,
the majority (82%) of the word like appeared as
a preposition in the native corpus (WSJ) whereas
only 5% were as a preposition and 94% were as a
verb in KJ. The difference in the POS distribution
often caused failures in the CRF-based method. To
be precise, it only achieved an accuracy of 0.635
for the 304 instances of like in KJ. In contrast, the
presented model achieved a much better accuracy
of 0.927 for them, which suggests that the use as
a verb was reflected in its word embedding vector
by pre-training. We observed a similar tendency
for the word fight as a verb and a noun.
To our surprise, the word token-based and
character-based modules absorbed the influence
from grammatical errors to some extent. In particular, they contributed to successfully predict POS
labels for sentences containing missing determiners, especially at the beginning (as in Ex.(3) in
Sect. 2). If the determiner at sentence beginning is
missing, the following word begins with an uppercase letter as in The flower is · · · → *Flower is · · ·.
In native English the word flower is normally used
as a countable noun and thus rarely appears with
a bare form (without determiner and in singular
form), which makes the usage (i.e., Flower) unknown to methods trained on native English data.
Accordingly, the CRF-based method tends to mis-

16
At the same time, its overall performance decreases by
1% without information about the affix.
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the native language module achieved an accuracy
of 0.966 and 0.965, respectively; if the native
language-based module had been really effective
and had been able to exploit training data of similar native languages, the performance difference
would have been larger in this setting.
Possible reasons for this are: (i) the size of training and/or test data is not large enough to show
its effectiveness; (ii) phenomena common to all
or most native languages are dominant (in other
words, phenomena specific to a certain group of
native languages are infrequent); (iii) even the presented model without the native-language module automatically and abstractly recognizes the
writer’s native language in the course of POS tagging (for example, by some of the units in the main
BLSTM). Further investigation is required to determine which explanation is correct.

takenly interpret countable nouns appearing at the
beginning of a sentence as proper nouns. In contrast, such bare forms often appear in learner English because of frequent missing determiner errors as in *Flower is · · ·. Also, in learner English,
a sentence sometimes begins with a lowercase letter as in *a flower is · · · or words other than proper
nouns begin with an uppercase letter in the middle as in *A Flower is · · ·. These erroneous occurrences of uppercase and lowercase letters are
reflected in the character-based modules, which
make the entire model less sensitive to the uppercase/lowercase difference. Besides, the fact that
countable nouns often appear in learner English
with no determiner and in singular form, which is
observed superficially as uncountable, is reflected
in the word embeddings. The resulting word embeddings tend to treat countable nouns as more
like uncountable nouns. Consequently, they tend
to interpret a singular countable noun with no determiner at sentence beginning as a common noun;
note that uncountable singular nouns can appear
with no determiner as in Water is abundant even in
canonical English. Similar cases such as *Mountain is beautiful. and *Town has liblary. are often
found in the evaluation data.

7 Conclusions
In this paper, we have explored the adaptation of
POS tagging to learner English. First, we discussed possible causes of POS-tagging failures.
Then, we proposed a POS-tagging model consisting of BLSTMs based on word, character, and
native language embeddings. We showed that it
achieved an accuracy of 0.948 and 0.964 on KJ
and TLE, respectively, which significantly outperformed methods for comparison. Finally, we empirically showed where and why the word tokenbased and character-based modules were effective
in POS tagging for learner English.
For future work, we will investigate why the
native language-based module does not perform
well, which is contrary to our expectation. We
will also investigate how we can effectively adapt
POS-tagging models to native languages.

The effect on word order errors was also observable. The presented model successfully POStagged sentences containing word order errors as
in *My hobby is abroad/RB travel and *I very/RB
enjoyed. Part of the reason is that the model
abstractly encodes information about word sequences through the main BLSTM; it is expected
that this property of the presented model makes it
robust against unusual word order to some extent.
In contrast, completely different features are given
to a sequence of two words and its reversal in the
CRF-based method, which makes it more sensitive
to word order.
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